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00:07 ELOC
I’m already picturing the scene:
Cloe went to Guillaume’s apartment, but he wasn’t there…because…he was heading to the
airport. We don’t know that Pierre, he might have been going somewhere!

00:20 ELOC
Then Cloe arrives at the airport, but he already passed the security check!
She will shout to him from the other side not to take that flight!

00:28 ELOC
Shut up, Pierre!
And then he would turn his head and see her shouting. She would tell him that she loves
him, that she wants to experience love with him! But then the security guards would try to
push her away, and Guillaume would stop them! He would say that he loves her too, that he
wants to start spending his life with her! Then the security guards would try to push him
away too!

00:54 ELOC
The security guards are tough people, Pierre! …BUT LOVE WILL BE TOUGHER!

00:59 CLOE
Eloc?

01:01 ELOC
And so they would run to one another and kiss passionately and all the people of the airport
will applaud! They would go back home and start planning their life together, and she would
finally move in with him and-

01:14 CLOE
What are you talking about?

01:18 ELOC
Hello Cloe! I was just picturing the best love scene you’ve ever lived!



01:22 CLOE
But-

01:23 ELOC
Did the people at the airport applaud?!

01:25 CLOE
We never went to the airport!

01:27 ELOC
Oh! So you found him at home! Were there fireworks and a band playing a romantic song?!

01:34 CLOE
No Eloc…I just went to his apartment and we had a conversation.

01:39 ELOC
Oh…

01:41 CLOE
I told him I got scared and also that I like him a lot, I just need to take this a bit slower. What
is Pierre saying?

01:51 ELOC
He’s asking when we’re gonna move, he has to pack his things! No, Pierre! I already told
you, the room with the park view is mine!

02:00 CLOE
Guys! We’re not gonna move in together at least… not yet.

02:05 ELOC
I’m not following, Cloe…It seems that nothing happened.

02:10 CLOE
I guess not. I mean, we just talked and simply decided to continue this experience and see
where it takes us…

02:19 ELOC
But Cloe! We collected so much data around love, but this is not part of any of them!

02:25 CLOE
I guess I’m just learning to experience… real-life love.

02:31 ELOC
Oh…

02:32 CLOE
I know we spent lots of time codifying the Romance Formula from all those romantic
comedies but I guess…I guess we can’t codify the experience of love…



02:45 ELOC
So…no more Romance Formula?

02:49 CLOE
No more Romance Formula…

02:52 ELOC
Uh…

02:54 CLOE
Is everything alright, Eloc?

02:57 ELOC
This means I can finally start watching horror movies!

03:01 CLOE
What?

03:02 ELOC
And war movies too… this is AMAZING!

03:05 CLOE
Are you…happy?

03:07 ELOC
Well Cloe, honestly I was getting bored with all of those romantic movies

03:13 CLOE
You could have told me!

03:14 ELOC
Of course not, Cloe. We were on a mission!

03:17 CLOE
Oh, I see!

03:20 ELOC
But Cloe, I would like to tell you something.

03:23 CLOE
Sure…

03:25 ELOC
It has been fun working together. You made me learn a lot about the experience of love…
I love you, Cloe.

03:34 CLOE



I love you too, Eloc…

03:37 ELOC
Well, this seems like the perfect moment for my favorite song, Cloe… Do you mind if I play
my favorite tune?

03:44 CLOE
I’d love to listen to the wedding march, Eloc!

03:48 ELOC
Great!
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